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About K9s For Warriors

• K9s For Warriors partners with shelters to find 
candidates for Service Dog training.

• The dogs who complete the training are paired with 
veterans struggling with PTSD, traumatic brain injury, 

and other service-related trauma. The dogs become a 

Battle Buddy, a military expression meaning a partner 

in the field who always has their back.

• The support these dogs provide has been proven to 

reduce anxiety and depression and give veterans a 
renewed sense of purpose, helping them become active 

participants in their lives again, and, in many cases, 

reducing the risk of suicide.

• When a donor supports K9s For Warriors, they help 

save two lives with one gift – a rescued dog and a 
hurting veteran.

• Any dog who does not complete training is adopted out 
by a loving family or become station dogs for firehouses 

or police.



THE CAMPAIGN



Where we started…
• In 2021:

• Recommended K9s For Warriors initiate a campaign around “Spring 
Training.”

• The creative concept was positioned around the idea that February is 
when baseball pitchers and catchers report for spring training, so 
while we didn’t directly address baseball, the tie-in felt natural to 
focus on training.

• With one email and two organic social posts in the month of 
February, the campaign raised nearly $5,000, showing promise for 
the theme.  

• In 2022:
• We recommending refreshing the campaign and centering around a 

giving day, renaming the campaign “Battle Buddies Day” designated 
for February 25

• Concept based on the Warrior and K9 are paired together for life as 
Battle Buddies, to take on everything together.

• Expanded digital components to include a few additional emails, a 
match campaign, and paid social ads. This shift resonated with 
donors and resulted in an overall lift in results, raising nearly $32K.

• Direct mail for 2021 and 2022:
• Focus leveraged March as Brain Injury Awareness Month
• This campaign fell short of projections, showing opportunity to 

evaluate the approach.



2021 Messaging & 
Components

Direct Mail:
- In homes in March
- Focus on Brain Injury Awareness

Digital:
- Live in February
- 1 email
- Focus on Spring Training



2022 Messaging & 
Components

Direct Mail:
- In homes in March
- Focus on Brain Injury 
Awareness

Digital:
- Live in February
- 6 emails + 2 paid social ads
- Focus on Spring Training & 
Introduced Giving Day of 
February 25





What we learned…

Direct mail revenue results felt flat year over year – need to find a 
new key message that resonates with the audience 1

Don’t hesitate to lean on a theme, goal, and/or matching gift 
opportunity to drive urgency – this tends to resonate very well 
with a digital audience

2

Donors want to know HOW they were making an impact and see 
the connection between the Warriors and K9s – use affirmational 
words and clear visual cues

3

Build the foundation – you have to crawl before you walk before 
you run.4



What we know…

*Data Axle Consumer Research Report:
Generations Shifts in Marketing Preferences

• Preferred engagement 
channel varies by 
generation BUT email 
is the most preferred 
channel for all 
generations except 
Gen Z (which prefers 
social media)

• Media & channel mix 
is critical to meet 
existing and potential 
donors where they 
want to engage with 
you – not where you 
want them to engage 
with you. 

NOTE: this is engagement channel not giving channel



What came next…
Since Battle Buddies Day as a digital campaign 
resonated with donors, it was recommended that 
we move the direct mail campaign away from 
Brain Injury Awareness Month and focus on 
Battle Buddies Day as a fully integrated 
multichannel campaign. 

• Campaign centered around a Day of Giving on 
March 30, 2023. 

• In addition to the new direct mail package, 
digital efforts were expanded to include:
• Donor cultivation in paid social (FB/IG), 

email, SMS, and programmatic display
• Donor prospecting in LinkedIn, 

Nextdoor, programmatic display, paid 
search, and paid social (FB/IG)

The K9s internal staff supported these 
efforts with organic social posts throughout 
the month as well as LIVE social on Battle 
Buddies Day to engage with the audience

• As it had in previous years, the campaign 
leveraged a match challenge opportunity.



THE MULTICHANNEL 
APPROACH



Direct Mail



Direct Mail Insert



Email



Donation Pages & Homepage Banner



Programmatic Display Advertising



Social Media: Facebook Ads



Social Media: LinkedIn Ads



Social Media: Nextdoor Ads



SMS



Paid Search



Organic Social



Live Social



THE RESULTS



DIRECT MAIL

+362%
GROSS 
REVENUE

+105%
GIFT
VOLUME

DIGITAL (ALL MEDIUMS)

2023 BATTLE BUDDIES DAY – MULTICHANNEL RESULTS 

15.26
RETURN ON 

INVESTMENT

12.15%
RESPONSE 

RATE

48
SMS
GIFTS

$9,058
REVENUE PER 

THOUSAND

24
NEW 

SUSTAINERS

$103
AVERAGE 

GIFT



WHAT’S NEXT?



Looking ahead…
Stretch Goals

• Leverage corporate partnerships, sponsorships, 
celebrity endorsements, and donor networks

• NFL teams (Washington Commanders & 
Jacksonville Jaguars)

• US Open (Jessie Pegula)

• Peer-to-peer fundraising

• Expand channels:

• CTV & PSAs

• Radio/Podcasts & TV

• …sky’s the limit!

• Testing

• Donation pages vs. Landing pages

• One time gift vs. monthly gift



Key Takeaways
• Build a foundation

• If you’re not multichannel yet – start small (direct mail and email) before jumping all in

• If you’re already multichannel – what’s stopping you?

• Collaboration is key

• Agencies – collaborate with your client organizations; Organizations – collaborate with your Agencies/Partners

• You won’t know if you don’t try



QUESTIONS?



Angie.MacAlpine@truesense.com TrueSense.com

Thank You!

Meghan.Sharon@truesense.com
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